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Executive Summary

Title: THE NEED TO INCREASE MARINE CORPS SPECIAL OPERATIONS
COMMAND

Author: Major Eric N. Thompson, United States Marine Corps

Thesis: As the U.S. leadership increasingly relies on Special Operations Forces (SOF) to
prosecute the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), the U.S. Marine Corps must contribute more
forces to USSQCOM in order to optimally support the US strategic objective of combating
irregular threats.

Discussion: Irregular warfare (IW) is the form ofwarfare the United States faces for at least the
hext decade. U.S. conventional warfighting dominance has assured this reality. In 1987

Congress created the Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) in part for the purpose of
countering the IW threat with the nation's most elite forces. The Marine Corps did not

participate in the pioneering USSOCOM for a variety of reasons. Over time, the Marine Corps
decision not to contribute forces proved to be illogical and not been in the best interest of the

Marine Corps or the nation. Finally, in 2006, the Marine Corps reluctantly formed the Marine
Special Operations Command (MARSOC) much to the chagrin of many within the Corps.

Despite overwhelming evidence that this Marine contribution to USSOCOM is in the best
interest of the nation, parochialism is preventing MARSOC from receiving the support it needs
to effectively support the U.S. global struggle against extremist threats.

Conclusion: National leadership has clearly articulated its belief that SOF are the preferred
forces to serve as main effort in the Global War on Terror. The Marine Corps must overcome its

institutional bias against special operations forces and fully commit the resources required to

ensure MARSOC success.
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Preface

From 1999 to 2005 I had the opportunity to serve in two Marine reconnaissance units and

the first post WWII Marine special operations unit. While there I learned firsthand about the

resentment conventional/general purpose force Marines feel toward anything 4eemed "special"

or "elite." This abhorrence of special operations forces exists for a number ofreasons and is

certainly a factor (one of many) that led to the Marine Corps decision to not send its most highly

skilled Marines to USSOCOM in 1987. Unfortunately, this bias also led to a decrease in Marine

Corps missions and relevance. This came to a frustrating head for me in 2001-2002 as I sat on

amphibious ships off the coast of Pakistan as US SOF ran roughshod all throughout Afghanistan

answering the nation's call for justice after the attacks of 9111. To add insult to injury, a Joint

Special Operations Task Force (JSOTF) command element came out to my ship, the USS

Bonhomme Richard, to evaluate its potential as a JSOTF "lily pad." CENTCOM was seriously

considering disembarking the Marines into Kuwait in order to make room for a task force of

Rangers, Green Berets, and Air Force SOF aviation units. Whether or not this JSOTF and the

SOF in Mghanistan were a better option than my "special operations capable" Marine

Expeditionary Unit (MEU SOC) is irrelevant. What mattered is that America's leadership

thought they were, and I don't believe that this thinking is going to change. That is why I am

writing this paper. U.S. Marines have earned the right to be among the "First to Fight."

I am greatly indebted to my mother Lois and my father-in-law Bob for their nUn1erous

reviews ofmy thesis work, their ideas, and their honest feedback. I also extend my th~s to the

faculty of the Marine Corps Command and Staff College, who have provided outstanding

support and learning opportunities while at the school.
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Introduction

The United States Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) and Special Operations Forces

(SOF) are growing to meet the increasing irregular warfare (IW) challenges posed by violent

extremist organizations. l Although a tradition of tension exists between conventional military

forces and SOF, there is little disagreement within USSOCOM, the broader defense community,

and the U.S. civilian leadership, that the current threats facing the United States require a SOF

response and an increase in SOF capacity and capability. The 2006 Quadrennial Defense

Review began with the recognition that IW has become the "warf~e of choice" for the United

States' adversflries "who fight us among the people in protracted struggles for popular support

and legitimacy, limiting the utility ofconventional application ofmilitary power." 2 SOF will

remain the force ofchoice because SOF skill sets and capabilities are optitnized to conduct

operations against the threat of violent extremist groups practicing IW.

In 1987, USSOCOM was establisheq. to serve as an organization for all of the nation's SOF

and to focus on low intensity conflict (LIC) and IW. From USSOCOM's inception until 2006 the

U.S. Marine Corps resisted providing forces to USSOCOM for a variety ofreasons. Although

acknowledging that the threat 0f irregular warfare was growing, the Marine Corps favored

maintaining a "SOF free" general purpose force and continued to resjst providing forces to

USSOCOM until Secretary ofDefense (SecDef) Rumsfeld ordered a contribution in early 2005. 3

In response, the Marine Corps formed Marine Corps Special Operations Command (MARSOC)

which ultimately contributed 2500 Marines to USSOCOM, equating to a mere one percent of the

entire Marine Corps.4 Since 2006, MARSOC units have deployed continuously throughout the

world. Major General Mastin Robeson, the Commanding General ofMARSOC, stated in a
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January 2009 interview that "commanders in Mghanistan have asked us to double our forces.

Right now I have more requests for MARSOC than I can effectively support.,,5

Marine Corps general purpose forces do not have the highly seasoned personnel, equipment,

training, or capabilities to execute missions to the same standard as SOP. Geographic Combatant

Commanders (GCC) and the U.S. civilian leadership recognize this and will always look to

minimize risk by leveraging the most capable forces available. As the U.S. leadership

increasingly relies on SOP to prosecute the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), the U.S. Marine

Corps must contribute more forces to USSOCOM in order to optimally support the US strategic

objective of combating irregular threats.

Today's Security Environment and the Future of War

The emerging security environment facin~ the United States is one in which adversaries will

use IW as their preferred form of warfare. The 2008 National Defense Strategy begins by

describing the strategic environment as a global struggle against violent extremism "including a

variety of irregular challenges.,,6 Prominent thinkers on military affairs offer slightly different

views ofconflicts in the coming decades, but most of them agree the conflicts will involve

asymmetric and irregular warfare directed to test American resolve by causing as many

casualties as possible while frustrating U.S. forces by avoiding conventional war. These enemies

know the American public is sensitive to sacrificing members ofthe military in matters short of

national survival. In 1996, Osama bin Laden released a statement referring to the United States'

withdrawal from Somalia after a one day battle that led to the death of 18 U.S. servicemen as

proof that the U.S is "too fe~ful to meet the young people ofIslam face to face. When tens of

your soldiers were killed and one American Pilot was dragged through the streets ofMogadishu
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you left the area carrying disappointment, humiliation, defeat, and your dead with you." 7 In

2008, President Barack Obama earned the Democratic Party's nomination over Senator Clinton

in part by leveraging the public's weariness of the Iraq War.8

Throughout history armed groups have used IW. Since World War II, insurgent groups have

waged IW in Malaysia, Vietnam, Ireland, Central America, Colombia, Mghanistan, Chechnya,

throughout the Middle East, and in many other areas. Insurgent successes in practicing IW have

emboldened current and future generations ofdisaffected groups. Afghan mujahedeen

compelling the Soviets to withdraw after nearly a decade ofcombat further proved that

numerically and technologically inferior irregular forces can defeat a superior conventional

adversary. AI Qaeda precipitated the withdrawal of Spanish forces from Operation Iraqi

Freedom by blowing up a train in Spain. The United Nations pulled out of Iraq after a car bomb

d~tonatedat the U.N. field office in Baghdad.

The U.S possesses overwhelming conventional military and technical superiority. This

capability has pushed the enemies of the U.S. to fight using irregular warfare to avoid U.S.

conventional dominance. Enemies know they cannot compete in a conventional military manner

with U.S. forces. This fact was reinforced in March,Of 2002 in eastern Afghanistan during

Operation Anaconda when AI Qaeda and Taliban forces that attempted to fight a protracted

ground battle with U.S. forces were forced to withdraw after taking hundreds of cllsualties. Due

to U.S. dominance in conventional operations and the perceived ability of IW to effectively

counter this dominance, the U.S.'s enemi.es will continue to try to exhaust the U.S. national will

with the use ofIW. However, conventional forces alone cannot succeed in IW.9
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USSOCOM Inception

In IW, the side that learns and adapts faster usually wins. lO The military forces that

successfully defeat the irregular threat are usually those able to overcome their institutional

inclination to wage conventional war against insurgents. ll For the U.S. Department ofDefense

(DoD) the organization chartered to meet the IW threat is the United States Spe<;:jal Operations

Command (USSOCOM) at MacDill Air Force Base, Tampa Bay, Florida, and the worldwide

forces it deploys.

It is necessary to examine the origin of USSOCOM because the disinclination of the military

leadership to support USSOCOM's establishment in 1987 persists in the Marine Corps today.

While many within the Marine Corps have come to realize that, in order to maximize use of

Marine capabilities, it must be a full partner in USSOCOM, the Corps' institutional aversion to

SOF has prevented it from providing the proper r~sources and ~upport to MARSOC.12 This

aversion was summarized by Lieutenant General Wallace Gregson, fonner commander of

Marine Forces Pacific, when he stated in 2005 that "The best thing to do is to allow us (the

Marine Corps) to create the capability, and if the capability is desired by the spec ops community

then we will give them control of the task organized detachment for whatever mission they have

at hand. We can train them up, and if SOCOM wants to employ them, we can assign them and

then bring them back (into the Marine COrpS).,,13 The reh,lctance throughout the armed services

to relinquish forces to focus onjoint special operations and commit support to the joint

community is in part what led to the creation ofUSSOCOM in 1987, and as LtGen. Gregson

confirmed, is still hindering the Marine Corps today.
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The DoD activated USSOCOM in 1987 in response to congressional action in the Goldwater

Nichols Defense Reorganization Act of 1986 and the Nunn-Cohen Amendment to the National

Defense Authorization Act of 1987. With the Service Chiefs focused on the Cold War Soviet

threat, this legislation created USSOCOM to ensure that the SOF used to counter irregular

threats was resourced and represented within DoD. The legislation also established the Assistant

SecDeffor Special Operations and LIC (ASD for SOILIC). Congress was alerted to problems

within DoD and with SOF during the 1980 to 1984 timeframe following poor performances in

Operations Eagle Claw (Iran attempted hostage rescue, 1980) and Urgent Fury (Gren~da

invasion, 1983), and the terrorist bombing ofthe Marine barracks in Beirut, Lebanon in 1983.

The military establishment halfheartedly attempted to correct identified problems on its own,

but the measures taken were considered vastly inadequate by lawmakers. This insufficient action

on the part ofDoD and the Service Chiefs, who proved unwilling to adapt to the changing face

of conflict, forced Congress to act by passing decisive legislation. WithinDoD there were few

supporters of a systemic fix to SOF's problems. I4 Susan Marquis, author of Unconventional

Warfare: Rebuilding US. Special Operations Forces, and member of the U.S. DoD from 1989

1997, explains that this hesitation on the part ofthe military and DoD is largely due to the

ambivalence military leaders in the service departments feel toward SOF. Marquis argues that

military decision-makers are well aware of the value ofa tank, strategic bomber, or aircraft

carrier, but find it more difficult to measure the value of a Special Forces military training team

working with military forces in Peru. IS The Service Chiefs' unwillingness to accept the fact that

the military needed to plan for Low Intensity Conflict (LIC) and IW forced Congress to pass

legislation.
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SOF- The Force of Cho.ce for Current and Future War against the Irregular Threat

In addition to the service-like authorities of developing training and monitoring readiness,

some of the authorities Congress granted to USSOCOM were unique, intended to bypass the

traditional bureaucracy in order to maintain a rapidly adaptable force. USSOCOM was given its

own budgetary authority through a specific Major Force Program (MPF-11) in the DoD budget.

Additionally, USSOCOM has its own acquisition authority, so it can quickly develop and

acquire special operations-peculiar equipment, supplies, or services.16 This ability to quickly

procure mission essential items sets USSOCOM apart from the services and the GCCs and is

critical to accomplishing the rapid adaptation that is required to win in an IW environment. 17

USSOCOM has approximately 48,000 personnel assigned to the headquarters, its four

components, and one sub-unified command. I8 With the increase in roles and responsibilities

placed on USSOCOM by DoD, covered subsequently, the organization is expected to grow to

over 55,000 personnel by 2010.19 This increase comes from additional Army Special Forces

Battalions, an Army Ranger Bl;lttalion, and MARSOC. Some defense experts are suggesting that

an even greater expansion of SOF forces and organization is required for the global strategic

situation.2o

The SOF units assigned to USSOCOM have nine core activities that make them especially

well suited to wage the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT) and to counter irregular threats?I

USSOCOM's emphasis on these missions, global perspective, and SOF's inherent attributes

induced former SecDef Donald Rumsfeld and President George W. Bush to assign USSOCOM

as the "lead Combatant Commander for planning, synchronizing, and as directed, executing
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global operations against terrorist networks in coordination with o¢.er Geographic Combatant

Commanders (GCC)." 22

In 2004, facing the worldwide terrorist threat and recognizing the kind of operations required

to combat this irregular conflict, President Bush gave USSOCOM unprecedented authority to

control what had traditionally been within the GCC's purview. This authority, contained in the

2004 Unified Command Plan (UCP), clearly articulated the President's decision to designate

USSOCOM as the lead combatant command for the GWOT. As USSOCOM developed a

campaign plan for the GWOT, several Combatant Commanders and interagency elements

expressed concern that USSOCOM would encroach on their responsibilities. This concern was

resolved at the SecDeflevel when Deputy Secretary ofDefense Gordon England told the

Combatant Commanders that DoD would use USSOCOM's campaign plan as a guide to

resource the combatant commands' GWOT programs. This meant that Combatant Commanders

had to integrate their plans with USSOCOM.23 These actions by the country's highest level

civilian leadership are significant because they are explicit recognition that the current conflict is

one for which USSOCOM is best suited to wage through its global perspective, reach, and

unique warfighting capabilities.

The Marine Corps- USSOCOM Relationship in the Beginning

In the late 1980s, as USSOCOM was legislatively formed and the Army, Navy, and Air Force

parted with their SOF units, the Marine Corps opted out ofproviding fqrces for a number' of

reasons. General P.X. Kelley, the Marine Corps' Commandant at the time, believed that

committing forces to the newly formed USSOCOM was not in the Corps' best interest because it

would reduce the Corps' flexibility to conduct missions as a general purpose force. Congress
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and DoD focused on the Corps Force Reconnaissance assets as a capability that would meet the

criteria as a suitable contribution to USSOCOM. General Kelley successfully argued for

retaining all Marine forces including Force Reconnaissance, stating that Force Reconnaissance

was a critical part of the Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF). Additionally, it was argued

that the Marine's contribution to USSOCOM would not be significantly different from what the

Army or Navy SOF forces were providing, thereby creating an unnecessary duplication of effort.

Congress agreed with these explanations and allowed the Corps to forego providing forces to

USSOCOM.24

General Kelley did reQognize, however, the changing priorities within the DoD. Congress

mandated that DoD increase its focus on LIC, so General Kelley tasked the Commanding

General ofFleet Marine Forces Atlantic with increasing the special operations capability of the

Marine Corps. This resulted in the creation of the Marine Expeditionary Unit (Special

Operations Capable) ot "MEU SOC" in 1987. One of the centerpieces of the MEV SOC was the

Maritime Special Purpose Force (MSPF). This organization was made up of a command

element, a direct action platoon of specially trained Force Reconnaissance Marines, and a

specially trained infantry platoon to serve as "trailers" supporting the direct action platoon by

providing security and additional firepower. The Air Combat Element (ACE) typically provided

a core group ofhelicopters and pilots to the MSPF in order to establish the habitual relationships

required to execute "special operations." The MSPF was one of the elements of the MEV SOC

that enabled the Marine Corps to respond to hostage situations, terrorists, gas and oil platform

takeovers, or other irregular warfare crisis situations. With a MEU SOC forward deployed and

able to respond faster than a USSOCOM force flying from the United States, Congress was
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convinced that this was a complementary arrangement and not a redundant capability in the U.S.

arsenal.

Throughout the 1990s, however, SOF forces were increasingly able to respond to worldwide

crisis relegating the MSPF and the MEU combat forces to a show of force mission or other

relatively benign operations. For example, in 1993, during UNOSOM II, the 24th MEU SOC

conducted an MSPF rajd to capture Somali warlord Mohamed Farrah Aideed. Although

flawlessly executed, Aideed was not captured, and the MEU was explicitly told by Central

Command (CENTCOM) not to conduct such offensive operations.25 CENTCOM made it clear

that targets of such strategic importance would be pursued only by America's most elite special

operations units. Soon after this event, Task Force Ranger (consisting of SOF) arrived in

Somalia and began targeting Aideed on a regular pasis. The MSPF became, in effect, an

,organization destined to not be employed. However, if certain elements ofthe MSPF had been

provided to USSOCOM instead of the MEU, it can be deduced that these Marines would have

been employed extensively, benefiting the Marine Corps, USSOCOM, and the Nation. This

deduction can be made because from 1993 to 1999, SOF personnel deployments rose 253

percent and the number ofSOF operations increased 57 percent.26 As theater commanders grew

to better understand SOF capabilities, SOF units became their force of choice?7

In addition to the perceived reduced flexibility that providing Marines to USSOCOM would

cause, a number of other factors led to the Marine Corps' reluctance to contribute to the newly

formed command. General Kelley, like the other Service Chiefs, believed that Congress was

infringing on the traditional responsibilities of the Services in an effort to embrace ''jointness.''

The Nunn-Cohen Amendment establishing tJSSOCOM was viewed as an eVen greater
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infringement on the Service tasks of "organizing, training, and equipping" forces because the

Amendment was taking the unprecedented step of legislating the creation of a Unified Command

and dictating what forces would be assigned to that command.28 Today, however, DoD endorses

joint warfare as the overriding doctrine for all u.s. force employment. The United States has

benefited greatly from the establishment of USSOCOM, as SOF organization, funding, training,

and attention have increased, creating a world class capability that did not exist prior to 1987.

Certainly the Services lost control over a formerly neglected segment ofthe force by contributing

forces to USSOCOM, but the benefit to the country is undisputed.

At USSOCOM's inception many within the Marine Corps continued to argue that the Corps

should avoid providing forces to the fledgling USSOCOM because it was an organization

destined to fail. 29 Several factors pointed to this possibility: (1) DoD did not support the

legislative reform and there was potential that USSOCOM would be under resourced as a result

of that lack of support; (2) SOF had a mixed record of success to this point with failures and

missteps in Operations Eagle Claw and Urgent Fury; (3) Compared to the potential ofmajor

conventional war with the Soviets, low intensity conflict was considered by the Marine Corps to

be less important.30 These reasons for not providing forces have been rendered invalid as

USSOCOM has emerged as the premier SOF organizati<;m in the world and the risk of major

conventional war has waned.

There was also a significant cultural reluctance on the part of the Corps to embrace a

reorganization of the Services that resulted in the creation of an elite organization. The primary

resentment of SOF by many members of the Marine Corps centers around one of SOF'score

values- high quality personnel. If, in fact, SOF are men ofthe highest quality, by definition that
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implies that general-purpose military personnel and Marines are not. Other concerns are J;lot

surprising. Any funds that go to support SOF are perceived as monies that are not available to the

Marine Corps. Since SOF do not contribute directly to the Corps' missions, funds that go to SOF

are not available for Marine Corps mission achievement. This logic is weak, though, because

USSOCOM represents only about 1.5 percent of the total Department ofDef~nse budget.31

However, the perception that SOF takes away considerable money, resources, key personnel, and

missions, is a powerful source ofresentment among the general-purpose forces.32

In the latter years of the Cold War many Marines posited that the capabilities of SOF were not

as dramatically different from the Marine Corps as they have become today. The Marines

contended that its forces were as capable in many areas, and more capable in certain areas, t1).an

those forces being deemed "special." However, a substantial gap developed between SOF and

Marine Corps capabilities throughou,t the 1990s and early twenty-first century. The Marine

Corps could not keep up with SOF equipment, recruiting, and training enhancements enabled

through the establishment ofMPF-l1. As SOF gained in capability, the natural preference

among GCCs was to utilize the most capable force, resulting in the selection of SOF for missions

that could have been executed by forward deployed Marines (like Operation Eamest Will, and

pursuing Aideed in Somalia).33

Because SOF have become the force of choice for U.S. operations around the world, it can be

easily argued that the Marine Corps erred by not contributing forces to USSOCOM. This reality

was one of several factors that pushed the Marine Corps into providing a permanent, committed

force contribution to USSOCOM following the commencement of the GWOT.
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Marine Corps Finally Provides Forces to USSOCOM

The events of9/11, the resulting GWOT and Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF) solidified

the realities of the current face ofwarfare. The success of USSOCOM in executing significant

missions in Mghanistan validated to DoD leadership and politicians the value of SOF forces in

combating terrorism at relatively low cost in resources and personnel. For example, the Taliban

regime was overthrown by the Northern Alliance with the aid ofjust two hundred U.S. SOF

personne1.34 SOF also shattered the Al Qaeda base ofoperations in Mghanistan and captured or

killed dozens ofAl Qaeda personalities like Mohammed Atef, Moh~ed Salah, and Anas al

Liby.35 These successes alerted the Marine Corps that SOF would continue to take a lead roie in

the GWOT.

Three main factors contributed to the Marine Corps ultimately providing forces to

USSOCOM. First was the realization that in order to stay relevant, the Corps had to adapt to and

aggressively embrace IW.36 Observing the shift in DoD focus toward special operations, the

Marine Corps recognized that it needed to integrated with USSOCOM or else it would continue

to suffer in the areas of fiscal resourcing, interoperability, technology, career growth, recruiting,

and protection ofroles and missions.3? Second, with USSOCOM's expanded role as lead agency

for synchronizing and executing the GWOT, it needed more forces. The Marine Corps was an

obvious choice to provide those forces with "on the shelf' capabilities and personnel that could

be readily developed into SOF rather than attempting to recruit more soldiers, sailors, or

civilians. Third, and most importantly, in 2005 SecDefRumsfeld ordered the Marine Corps to

provide permanent, dedicated forces to USSOCOM in the interest of the country.38
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Marine Corps Decision to Contribute Forces after 19 Years

In 2001, the Marine Corps' contribution to USSOCOM totaled 105 Marines in various staff

positions.39 There was also a Marine Corps-USSOCOM board held annually to help ensure

interoperability between Marine and SOF forces. However, when Operation Enduring Freedom's

ground operations commenced on 19 October 2001, Marine forces were not involved. It was not

until 25 November, over one month later, that Marines entered Afghanistan. Much attention has

been given to the Marine Corps entrance to Afghanistan, but the objective the Corps' Task Force

58 was assigned to "seize" was USSOCOM's 3rd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment's "Objective

Rhino" from the previous month.40 Task Force 58's "Camp Rhino" became a forward operating

base for forces in southern Afghanistan, but enemy contact Was light. TF 58's groUJ,ld combat

element engaged Taliban forces only one time. By January 2002, the Marine Corps had

completely withdrawn from Afghanistan.

The Marine Corps leadership was shaken by the Corps lack ofparticipation in the early days

of Operation Enduring Freedom. Central Command's (CENTCOM) leadership, including the

Theater Special Operations Component (TSOC), seemed unwilling to use MAGTFs except in a

piecemeal fashion. Missions like the Ranger's seizure of Objective Rhino, a desert aIrstrip, were

exactly what the MEU SOC trained for. Instead ofusing the readily available MEU, however,

CENTCOM leadership instead moved a Ranger Battalion from the U.S. to execute the mission,

carried out to demonstrate to the Taliban that U.S. forces could assault into Taliban

strongholds.41 Individual MAGTF capabilities were well received, but the MAGTF as a whole

was not leveraged. During Operation Anaconda, two entire MEUs with twelve reconnaissance

teams and two battalion landing teams, remained off the coast of Afghanistan and Pakistan as
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Taliban and al-Qaeda operatives escaped out ofthe Sha-i-kot Valley because conventional army

and SOF forces were stretched too thin in an effort to keep the conventional force footprint

small. Secretary Rumsfeld and CENTCOM Commander General Franks wanted to avoid a large

buildup of conventional forces, similar to the Soviet buildup of the 1980s, in an effort to avoid

looking like an occupying force.42 Because of the intense political environment surrounding the

invasion ofMghanistan, this was a reasonable assertion by the defense leadership, and further

solidified the desire to maximize the use of SOF to condu.ct the nation's current war.

Not only were Marine forces minimally employed, but SOF units considered utilizing MEU

amphibious platforms as staging bases for SOF forces. On 2 March 2002, Combined Joint

Special Operations Task Force Arabian Peninsula (CJSOTF-AP) landed on the 13th MEU's

command ship USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD-6) to conduct planning for the MEU's offload

into Kuwait in order to make space for a SOF task force made up ofRangers, Army Special

Forces, and Air Force SOF helicopters. Indeed, General Tommy Franks, Col11rt1ander of

CENTCOM in 2002, discussed a similar proposition in his autobiography American Soldier.

Franks discusses the planning considerations for inserting US forces into landlocked Mghanistan

stating:

As I studied the map on the projector screen, a plan took shape. Mghanistan might be
landlocked, but many Taliban and al Qaeda installations lay within range of a ship-borne
helicopter force flying from the Northern Arabian Sea. The MH-53 Pave Lows and MH-60
Direct Action Penetrators of the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment needed a relatively
large base, with room for the big choppers as well as adequate maintenance and ordnance
facilities. I needed a steel lily pad-a Forward Operating Base-just off the coast ofPakistan, and I
needed it soon. In the mid-1990s, the Navy had developed the capacity to transfortn fleet aircraft
carriers into floating SOF bases. The USS America had carried more than 2000 special operators
and their helicopters during military operations in Haiti in 1994. Ifwe could not secure bases in
Pakistan, we would need a carrier to serve as the floating base for our SOF mission in the south.
Two weeks later, having sailed halfway around the world at flank speed, the USS Kitty Hawk
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would arrive in the northern Arabian Sea, just south of the Strait ofHormuz. We would have our
"lily pad" in place.43

Throughout Franks' book there is a clear desire to use SOF forces and avoid the buildup and

use of conventional units in Mghanistan. Franks' vision of the war in Mghanistan was "airborne

and helicopter borne night a~saultsby small, lethal, and unpredictable units coupled with

unprecedented precision. ,,44

Although company si;led night raids are well within the :MEV's capability set, the superior

training, technology, equipment, and the inherent attributes of SOF personnel persuaded the

Gee to utilize SOF in order increase the likelihood of success and reduce the risk of executing

the missions.45 The Special Operations Task Force (SOTF) that executed the initial raids from

the VSS Kitty Hawk conducted risky low level flight and night aerial refueling with the MH-47

helicopters that carried the raid force deep into Mghanistan in an attempt to capture Taliban

leader Mullah Omar. The raid force was supported by pre-assault fires delivered by AC-130

gunships with advanced optics and weaponry that added significant precision firepower to the

force.46

The MEUs floating in the Northern Arabian Sea had similar capabilities as the SOTF on the

Kitty Hawk.47 For example, although the MEU did not possess AC-130 gunships, it did possess

AV-8B Harriers that could have supported a raid force. In fact, the 15th :MEV planned and

rehearsed a number ofraids with similar profiles as the SOF raids that occurred on 19-20

October 2001.48 The MEV, however, was never even considered for these initial operations.49

The national leadership, understandably, elected to utilize the country's most capable forces as

the initial strike force in the GWOT. These initial raids were similar in many ways to the Eagle

Claw mission of 1980 and were exactly the mission that SOF trained and prepar~d to execute.
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Another development that shocked Marine leadership was the Navy's vision of the

Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG) as a replacement for the Amphibious Ready Group (ARG),

the group of troop carrying ships that exist to deliver MEUs to combat, On 8 February, 2002, the

Chief ofNaval Operations stated in a briefing to the SecDefthat the ESG would be a

"transformational force package allowing sflecial operations from non-traditional platforms.,,5o

Navy planners from the "Deep Blue" Strategic Planning Group, made up of senior naval officers,

briefed that the ESG added to the ARG three surface warfare ships, a P-3C Orion Aircraft, and a

submarine to provide increased operational agility and offensive capability, improved force

defense, and "expanded special warfare basing, delivery, and entry.,,51 Deep Blue further noted

that a variety of advanced force staging base (AFSB) options were being considered. Some of

these options included reactivating decommissioned aircraft carriers or leasing a commercial

platform to host SOF troops and their helicopters. The Navy expressed interest in finding

additional ways for SOF capabilities to be linked with regular Navy functions. "We are looking

at a variety of interesting things that SOF forces have, some of their advanced technologies, to

marry these up with Navy capabilities," a Navy official said. "SOF is a big part ofwhat we are

doing." 52

With these recent events in mind and the Navy's aggressive work to expand and promote their

relationship with SOF, Marine leaders predicted an expansion of SOF forces aboard naval

shipping at the expense ofMarine forces being deployed aboard or matched against a liniited

number ofamphibious platforms. It became plausible that, in order to make room for SOF,

MAGTFs would become smaller and, therefore, less capable, less relevant, and less used.53
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In October 2002, the Marine Corps finalized a plan to provide a 90 man detachment as an

initial proof of concept to serve as the foundation for future force contributions to USSOCOM.

A Memorandum ofAgreement (MOA) between USSOCOM and the Marine Corps was sigried

on 20 February 2003 and established the initial force contribution. The unit was called Marine

Corps Special Operations Command Detachment One (MCSOCOM Det One). Det One

deployed to OIF II in April 2004 with a Navy SEAL Squadron and served subordinate to the

Navy Commander in charge of the squadron. The unit and deployment were judged a success in

studies by both Joint Special Operations University and The Center for Naval Analysis. This set

the stage for a more significant force contribution to USSOCOM.

USSOCOM needs A..dditional Forces

The September 11 terrorist attacks, Operation Enduring Freedom, Operation Iraqi Freedom,

and the GWOT presented enormous challenges and placed heavy demands on USSOCOM and

its SOF.54 Each Combatant Commander requested more SOF, forcing USSQCOM to fmd new

ways to manage competing demands on the overall force. In May 2003 Marshall Billingslea, the

Principal Assistant Secretary ofDefense for LIC, stated that "USSOCOM is not structured to

meet the growing demands ofthe war on terrorism.,,55 Army Lieutenant General Doug Brown,

the Deputy Commander ofUSSOCOM in 2003, stated that "SOF cannot be mass prodijced on

short notice. The worst thing that we can do right now is try to add. a bunch ofpeople. We have

a thoughtful system that has proven itself. We need to increase our recruiting and the troops." 56

Another problem USSOCOM faced was the flight of SOF operators to Private Security

Companies (PSC) that pay significantly more money and offer a lower operational tempo and

fewer deployments than the military. Some PSCs were paying employees $12,000 to $13,000
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dollars a month to deploy to Iraq and Afghanistan. USSOCOM acknowledged that it was

losing significant numbers of senior personnel to PSCs. In December 2003, USSOCOM

launched a study to determine how to stem the loss of these highly qualified personnel.

Incentive pay increased SOF operator pay by up to $750 dollars a month, but this had a minimal

impact on SOF operator retention.57 There is no practical way for the military to compete with

PSC saJaries and deployment flexibility and, consequently, the drain of SOF personnel to PSCs

continues today.

USSOCOM's inability to maintain adequate levels of SOF hindered DoDs ability to conduct

the operations that it envisioned executing to wage the GWOT. This led SecDefRumsfeld to

intervene by taking a pragmatic step that had been resisted since 1987.

Secretary of Defense Mandates Change

In late 2001 and early 2002 the Marine Corps was increasingly marginalized in the GWOT

and was clearly no longer the force of choice for the critical missions being executed at the time.

The Marine Cohnnandant General James L. Jones recognized the importance of the Marine

Corps contributing forces to USSOCOM and establishing a Marine Special Operations

Command (MARSOC) in the interest ofthe Marine Corps and the country.58 USSOCOM was

taking on an increasing role in the GWOT and was widely recognized, according to former Army

Chiefof Staff, General Peter Schoomaker, as the "logical military response because of its array

of options, strategic economy of force, and tailor-to-task capabilities.,,59

General Jones acted decisively by accelerating the process of contributing forces to

USSOCOM with the cre8rtion ofthe 90 man MCSOCOM Detachment One that deployed
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subordinaty to JSOTF-Arabian Peninsula and Naval Special Warfare Squadron One. Despite

MCSOCOM Det One's success, General Jones' 2003 successor, General Hagee, was not as

enthusiastic about a Marine force contribution to USSOCOM and halted the process of

developing a more significant and sizable contribution. This hesitation was likely due to current

force commitments in Iraq and Afghanistan that complicated the establishment of a new unit and

encoU):"aged the perception that the Marine Corps was no longer being marginalized.6o General

Hagee's reluctance was also likely due to the same parochialism that compelled Commandant

Kelley to not contribute forces in 1987. General Hagee referred to the current wars in Iraq and

Afghanistan the same way General Kelley cited the Soviet threat and loss of flexibility as

justification not to provide forces. 61 This time, however, the SecDef would not submit to the

Marine Corps obstructionism and shortsightedness.

Following Det One's successfu12004 deployment, Marine planners reconvened to collaborate

on a recommendation for a Marine Corps contribution to USSOCOM. In earlr 2005, General

Hagee and USSOCOM Commander General Brown proposed to Secretary Rumsfeld an increase

in Marine Officers on the USSOCOM staff and specialized Marine Unit assignment to

USSOCOM on an "as needed" basis.62 General Hagee made no offer ofpermanent force

assignment as had been envisioned by General Jones. Rumsfeld stated heatedly that this proposal

did not go far enough toward incorporating the Marine Corps into USSOCOM and he told the

Generals to go back and work something out until they had a suitable sized permanent force

contribution.63 On October 28, 2005, General Hagee and General Brown finally arrived at a

solution acceptable to the SecDef. The product was a Marine Component of USSOCOM,

Marine Special Operations Command (MARSOC), consisting ofabout 2500 Marines. This
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initial contribution eased the pressure from SecDefRumsfeld but, as will be discussed in the next

section, has proven inadequate to meet USSOCOM's requirements.

MARSOC Today- High Demand/ (Too) Low Density

MARSOC's table of organization consists of2516 Marines from a variety ofmilitary

operational specialties (MOS). It is led by a Major General and has five subordinate units

(appendix A). The Marine Special Operations Company (MSOC) is the operational unit for

MARSOC deployments (appendix B). Ofthe nearly 2300 Marines cWTently recruited into

MARSOC, only 756 operators are deployable to support TSOC missions around the globe. The

remaining Personnel fill staff and administrative positions to support the operators.64

In September 2007 the Government Accounting Office (GAO) released a report titled

"Management Actions Are Needed to Effectively Integrate Marine Corps Forces into the U.S.

Special Operations Command." The GAO report showed that MARSOC is under resourced and

under manned to meet its global commitments:

While the Marine Corps has made progress in establishing its special operations command
(Command), the Command has not yet fully identified the force structure needed to perform its
assigned missions. DoD developed initial force structure plans to establish the Command;
however, it did not use critical practices of strategic planning, such as the alignment of activities
and resources and the involvement of stakeholders in decision-making processes when
developing these plans. As a result of li,mitations in the strategic planning process, the Command
has identified several force structure challenges that will likely affect the Command's ability to
perform its full range ofresponsibilities, and is working to revise its force structure.65

The report noted that when creating MARSOC the Marine Corps based the size of the command

on the units currently capable ofconducting SOF missions and not on an analysis of the

command's mission requirements. As a baseline, the Marine Corps took its east and west coast

Force Reconnaissance Units and turned them into MSOBs. Additionally, according to the GAO
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report, there were not enough support personnel to support the warfighters and there were not

enough warfighter units to accomplish all of the unit's mission requirements. The report

discussed MARSOCs attempts to rectify the personnel shortage by working with Marine Corps

Headquarters (HQMC) to increase force structure to meet the realities of the commands

requirements. 66

Because of the institutional bias the Marine Corps still maintains toward SOF, and its

reluctance to part with its most highly trained Marines, HQMC has not Increased MARSOCs

manning and as a result, MARSOC Marines are being stretched with increasing operational

tempo, as the rest of the force enjoys a decrease in operational tempo due to the reduction of

forces in Iraq.67 This increase in MARSOC operational tempo will continue as conventional

forces are inevitably removed from Iraq and Afghanistan.68

Additionally, the policy requiring Marines to rotate out ofMARSOC every five years should

be reconsidered. This policy is meant to benefit the Marine Corps by bringing highly trained

MARSOC Marines back into the general purpose Corps, and therefore keep the Marine

competitive for promotion by preventing a lack ofdiversification. Marine leadership

acknowledges that Marines that are too specialized do not get promoted at the same rate as "well

rounded" Marines with a varied backgtound.69 This policy will hurt MARSOC by stripping

away highly trained Marines and is evidence that the Marine Corps leadership and promotion

system does not appreciate the level of training and specialization required to maintain a

competent special operator. The Army and Navy have created separate career fields for their

SOF. The Marine Corps should do the same.

In 2006 and 2007, MSOCs deployed with MEUs from both the 2nd MSOB (Camp Lejeune)

and 1st MSOB (Camp Pendleton). These deployments were successful in establishing
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relationships between MARSOC and both Theater Special Operations Commands (TSOC) and

MEUs. The TSOCs have Operational Control over the MSOC and have the option of employing

the MSOC in support of TSOC needs, or the TSOC can leave the MSOC with the MEU for

possible contingency operations as directed by the GCC (Appendix C). Understandably, the

TSOCs have, in every circumstance, taken cqntrol ofthe MSOC and employed them in support

of TSOC missions. There is an OVer abundance of work and too few SOF forces to do it. The

framework has been established, however, for the MarinelNavylUSSOCOM vision of

amphibious SOF.70 This vision can only be realized with an increase in MARSOC manning.

Manpower Issues

Various issues regarding the Marine Corps support for USSOCOM that cause consternation

among Marine Corps leadership have been addressed throughout this paper. As each argument

is countered, opponents are reduced to the same point that General Hagee expressed to Secretary

Rumsfeld. It is argued that operational tempo is too high and mandated responsibilities cannot

be met with the addition ofnew units such as MARSOC that pull resources and personnel from

the general purpose Marine Corps without adding structure. While it is certainly true that

operational tempo is relatively high, this is the same short sighted approach that was taken in

1987 when the Marine Corps failed to embrace USSOCOM. Interestingly, the Marine Corps

was able to assemble MARSOC despite the Con'unandant's 2005 concerns that it would be too

difficult to do with Marines engaged in Iraq and Afghanistan. MARSOC is now a highly sought

after success making substantial contributions to the GWOT.

The current 2500 man MARSOC should be doubled in size in order to bring the Marine

Corps SOF numbers to roughly the same percentage as the other service SOF contributions (see

endnote 4). This will allow MARSOC to fully develop its capabilities while managing
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operational tempo and personnel rotation. The greatest obstacle is Marine leadership's lack of

willingness.

Conclusion

Marine Corps Vision 2025 discusses the Corps plan for a continuation of a persistent forward

presence ready to respond to crises and increased cooperation with the use of constantly rotating

Security Cooperation MAGTFs. This is similar to what the MEUs did throughout the 1990s.

While there were certainly events that required the use of the MEU, the true "crisis" situations

were almost always delegated to SOF forces. This paper has provided numerous examples and

indications from the nation's leadership that this trend will continue and become more profound.

It makes sense to use the most elite forces in order to reduce risk, a constant goal for GCC and

politician alike. The Marine Corps must recognize this trend and fully commit to MARSOC to

avoid being left out ofactive combat theaters and relegated to missions that are ofless strategic

and operational importance. This waste ofMarine Corps talent is not in the best interest ofthe

nation.

Joining USSOCOM nearly 20 years after its inception, the Mari:p.e Corps is learning the

lessons the other services learned in the late 19808 when the SOF community began exerting

influence over its assigned forces. The Marine Corps needs to embrace this and recognize that

USSOCOM is the force ofchoice for the new age ofwarfare. This is how the Marine Corps will

provide the most value to the country in the age of irregular SOF focused warfare.
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Appendix A

MARsoe Organization

MARsoe ORGANIZATION

*Current T/O 2618
* Increases - FY12-14

Provided by JSOU.

Abbreviations:

MSOB-Marine Special Operations Battalion

MSOS-Marine Special Operations School

MSOSG-Marine Special Operations Support Group

MSOAG (Formerly "Foreign Military Training Unit" or ItFMTUIt) -Marine Special Operations Advisory Group
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•
Appendix B

MSOC Organization

New MSOC Structure

'MSOT 1

(1/11/2)
MSOT 2 '
(1/11/2)

MSOT3
(1/11/2)

Unclassified

r- ':~ ':--'r~~i'~t--,.......---- \ --'r"'1 ~:r ~,""'-' ~,. ....".~--.-- -;:"""'/-'..,..,.-r;:ro-::':'.'1

I, 'EN~~BR.S,'103000X'O,"t~tl},i
tz.....::-_ ,..~_.~C'~ ...I.t.'J.J.':l!.,,",-..! _, ~ ~ oW.~...... __._ ~_ ...,.;;;. :""""':'L_ =<-.;:iI""~~_' ... ,.....2;.......__<! l,;;.iiJ

, MSOC 7/40/7 (53)

Provided by 1st MSOB

Abbreviations:

MSOT-Marine Special Operations Team
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Unclassified/FDUD

Provided by 1
st

MSOB

AppendixC

Command Relationships

Command Relationships

.":.~.""';..o.".,.~. ~_._:.....-.,:".

: ...................•.•.••.•.. :
Supported/Supporting
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